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Executive Summary
The!economic!slowdown!and!sluggish!rebound!in!the!U.S.!is!forcing!many!businesses!to!
reevaluate!their!business!plans.!At!the!center!of!that!review!is!a!hard!look!at!the!health!of!
the!business!model,!and!whether!improvement!is!needed!to!take!advantage!of!changing!
customer!dynamics!and!business!pressures.!These!decisions!will!determine!whether!the!
company!thrives!or!barely!survives!in!the!future.!A!growing!number!of!small>!to!medium>
sized! businesses! (SMBs)! are! choosing! to! evolve! to! an! activity>based! billing! model! to!
reduce!customer!churn!and!increase!revenues.!!
Activity>based! billing! (sometimes! referred! to! as! activity>based! pricing)! is! where! the!
business!charges!a!fee!based!on!how!customers!use!a!product!or!service!(activities),!as!
opposed!to!a!flat!subscription!price.!Often!these!activities!can!be!bundled!or!dynamically!
combined!with!other!offers,!which!can!increase!revenue!and!even!customer!satisfaction.!!
Based!on!a!survey!of!more!than!400!SMBs!conducted!by!iGR!in!the!spring!of!2012,!nearly!
28! percent! of! the! respondents! currently! use! activity>based! billing! models! to! bill! their!
customers.!Broadly!speaking,!many!of!these!companies!are!using!activity>based!billing!to:!


Support!high!rates!of!growth!in!their!customer!bases!and/or!revenues.!



Respond!to!increasing!competition!from!traditional!providers.!It!is!this!competition!
that! generally! initiates! the! decision! to! move! to! activity>based! billing! and! thereby!
provide!some!differentiation!in!the!marketplace.!



Actively!evolve!and!future>proof!their!business!models.!The!foresight!to!change!the!
business! model! and! processes! to! gain! differentiation! before! the! majority! of! the!
competition!moves,!or!the!company’s!business!processes!become!too!unwieldy!and!
inflexible,!thereby!increasing!the!cost!and!risk!associated!with!the!change.!

Of! those! SMBs! interested! in! exploring! alternative! billing! arrangements,! 49! percent!
indicated!that!they!are!actively!considering!an!activity>based!model!or!are!in!the!process!
of!planning!to!implement!such!a!model!in!the!near!future!(Figure!A).!
Note!that!some!companies!have!decided!to!move!to!activity>based!billing!models!but!are!
held! back! by! being! risk! averse! (3! percent)! or! by! not! having! the! required! systems! (7!
percent).!!For!these!companies,!iGR!believes!that!a!new!billing!system!would!potentially!
increase!revenues!and!enable!new!business!processes.!
Many! SMBs! are! interested! in! transitioning! to! an! activity>based! billing! model.! They! are!
also!becoming!more!comfortable!buying!services!and!products!from!vendors!that!use!a!
similar! model.! iGR’s! data! indicates! that! U.S.>based! SMBs! are! increasingly! purchasing!
more! products! and! services! from! vendors! with! activity>based! cost! models.! The! list! of!
products!and!services!purchased!appears!to!be!growing!in!breadth!and!depth.!!
!
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Figure A: Alternative Billing and Pricing Models, U.S. SMBs - March 2012
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!
Source:!iGR,!2012!
Such!findings!indicate!an!opportunity!for!firms!offering!activity>based!billing!services,!as!
many!of!the!companies!iGR!surveyed!are!considering!or!planning!to!implement!such!a!
model!in!their!firm.!Larger!SMBs!appear!to!be!the!most!receptive!to!adopting!activity>
based!pricing.!Still!other!SMBs!would!like!the!chance!to!pursue!activity>based!pricing!but!
lack!the!resources!or!internal!support!to!do!so.!These!companies!may!represent!a!niche!
market!for!activity>based!offerings!that!meet!the!needs!of!mid>sized!SMBs.!
Additionally,!iGR!found!that!most!SMBs!are!purchasing!some!type!of!software!or!online!
tool!from!a!third!party!(which!they!may!or!may!not!house!in!their!own!data!center)!to!
handle!billing.!However,!another!group!of!SMBs!(16!percent)!still!use!manual!processes!
(e.g.,!spreadsheets)!–!which!obviously!could!be!updated.!!
Companies!assessing!their!own!business!models!and!supporting!systems!should!certainly!
consider!activity>based!billing.!With!the!right!tools!and!an!accessible!solution!–!perhaps!in!
a!cloud>based!environment!–!an!SMB!could!experience!greater!flexibility,!accuracy!and!
reliability! in! how! they! track! accounts.! Such! a! solution! could! also! lower! the! operating!
expenses! SMBs! are! experiencing.! Further,! as! SMBs! evolve! and! grow,! they! are! likely! to!
need!additional!support!beyond!what!their!current!processes!can!provide,!and!that!also!
represents!a!business!opportunity!for!a!firm!offering!billing!services!support.!
!
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Activity-based Billing
Companies,!including!small>medium!businesses!(SMBs),!vary!widely!in!what!they!offer!to!
customers,!as!well!as!in!how!they!provide!their!products!or!services.!With!a!multitude!of!
constantly!evolving!business!models,!it!makes!sense!that!U.S.>based!SMBs!use!multiple!
methods!in!which!to!bill!clients.!Some!examples!of!billing!methods!are:!


Per!Unit!Pricing:!the!business!attaches!a!cost!per!complete!unit/item!produced!and!
charges!the!customer!accordingly.!For!instance,!if!the!business!builds!10!tables!at!a!
cost!of!$30!per!table,!per!unit!pricing!dictates!that!the!customer!would!pay!$300.!



Volume!Discounts:!sometimes!a!business!employing!per!unit!pricing!will!choose!to!
offer! volume! discounts,! which! essentially! grant! the! customer! a! reduced! fee! if! a!
certain!number!of!units!are!provided.!!



Flat! fee! per! Project/Deliverable:! the! business! charges! customers! a! pre>determined!
amount!to!cover!an!agreed!upon!project!or!end!result!(e.g.,!report,!item,!etc.).!



Adjustments! based! on! added! time/resources:! a! flat! fee! arrangement! may! include!
room! for! adjustment! if! the! project/deliverable! necessitates! time! or! resources!
beyond!the!original!estimate.!



Subscription! Services:! customers! pay! a! fee! for! access! to! materials,! content! or!
information!for!a!pre>determined!period!of!time!(e.g.,!month,!year,!etc.).!



Activity>based! Billing! (sometimes! referred! to! as! activity>based! pricing):! blends! and!
personalizes!all!of!the!above!mentioned!pricing!options.!Often!these!activities!can!be!
bundled!or!dynamically!combined!with!other!offers,!which!can!increase!revenue!and!
even!customer!satisfaction.!

The! following! figure! shows! the! various! billing! methods! in! place! across! the! SMBs! iGR!
surveyed.! The! most! used! method! reported! was! activity>based! pricing! and! billing! (28!
percent),!followed!by!flat!fee!per!project/deliverable!(26!percent).!
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Figure 1: Billing Methods in Use by U.S. SMBs - March 2012
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Source:!iGR,!2012!
As!demonstrated!in!Figure!2!below,!iGR!found!billing!method!varied!across!company!size.!
The!smaller!SMBs!(as!measured!by!number!of!employees,!in!this!case!10>49!employees)!
were!more!likely!to!use:!per!unit!pricing!with!or!without!volume!discounts,!activity>based!
pricing,!and!subscription!models.!!
Mid>size!SMBs!(with!between!50>99!employees)!were!more!likely!to!use!a!flat!fee!per!
project/deliverable,! while! large! SMBs! (with! between! 100>499! employees)! were! more!
likely!to!indicate!using!none!of!the!listed!options.!It!is!likely!that!these!larger!companies!
have! a! multitude! of! revenue! models! for! different! products! and! services! and! were!
therefore!unable!to!select!just!one.!
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Figure 2: Billing Methods in Use by U.S. SMBs - March 2012 (Indexed)
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Source:!iGR,!2012;!Results!are!Indexed!(Average!=!100)!
In!looking!at!activity>based!billing,!iGR!found!that!there!are!many!reasons!why!companies!
would! select! such! a! method! in! pricing! their! products/services.! Some! of! these! reasons!
may!be:!


Flexibility!–!activity>based!billing!can!be!used!in!many!forms!such!as!in!conjunction!
with! subscription! services,! simple! activities! or! a! fee! for! service! structure,! or! with!
consumption!based!pricing!models.!



Innovation!–!rapid!product!innovation!and!introduction!are!enabled!when!billing!is!
not!a!barrier.!



Offer! customization! and! customer! satisfaction! –! sales! can! personalize! customer!
offers!and!packages!that!give!customers!greater!perceived!value.!
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Resource! measurement! –! activity>based! pricing! can! account! for! how! the! firm’s!
activities!and!resources!are!used!in!each!of!the!products/services!it!creates/offers,!
versus! dividing! activities! and! resources! equally! across! all! outputs,! which! can! help!
manage!firm!resources!and!source!out!inefficiencies.!

Among!the!SMBs!surveyed!currently!using!activity>based!pricing,!iGR!found!that!a!simple!
activity>only! model! was! the! most! reported! method! (41! percent),! followed! by!
consumption!based!models!(17!percent)!and!basic!subscription!plus!activity!charges!(16!
percent)!(Figure!3).!
Figure 3: Activity-based Models in Use, U.S. SMBs - March 2012
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!
Source:!iGR,!2012!
The!type!of!activity>based!billing!a!firm!might!employ!can!be!influenced!by!the!relative!
number!of!companies!in!its!market!segment,!or!other!elements!such!as!company!size.!
For! example,! iGR! found! that! among! the! SMBs! surveyed,! the! smaller! companies! (with!
between!10>49!employees)!were!more!likely!to!use!a!simple!activity!only!activity>based!
pricing!model,!whereas!mid>size!companies!(with!between!50>99!employees)!were!more!
likely!to!report!a!simple!activity!only!or!a!volume!discount!model.!!
The!largest!SMBs!(with!between!100>499!employees)!were!more!likely!to!indicate!using!a!
basic!subscription!plus!additional!charges!model!of!activity>based!pricing.!In!some!cases,!
they! also! reported! using! a! fee! for! initial! activity! plus! a! fee! for! continued! use! model!
(Figure!4).!
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Figure 4: Activity-based Models in Use, U.S. SMBs - March 2012 (Indexed)
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!
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Move to Activity-based Billing Models
Many!companies!have!switched!to!activity>based!billing!models!and!seen!an!increase!in!
revenues!as!a!result.!Companies!that!have!shifted!to!activity>based!billing!typically!do!so!
because!they!experience!one!(or!more)!of!the!following:!!


High!rates!of!growth!in!their!customer!bases!and/or!revenues.!



Increasing!competition!from!traditional!providers.!This!competition!generally!drives!
the! decision! to! move! to! activity>based! billing! –! which! then! provides! some!
differentiation!in!the!marketplace.!



The! foresight! to! change! the! business! model! and! processes! to! gain! differentiation!
before!the!majority!of!the!competition!moves!or!the!company’s!business!processes!
become!too!unwieldy!and!inflexible,!thereby!increasing!the!cost!and!risk!associated!
with!the!change.!

In! its! March! 2012! survey,! iGR! asked! SMBs! not! using! activity>based! billing! models! to!
indicate! whether! their! company! had! explored! alternative! billing! and! pricing! models!
(aside!from!what!they!are!currently!using).!As!shown!below!in!Figure!5,!approximately!49!
percent!of!respondents!indicated!that!their!companies!have!considered!or!are!planning!
to!switch!to!activity>based!pricing!models.!!
In!addition,!approximately!7!percent!of!SMBs!surveyed!have!considered!implementing!a!
new!pricing!model!but!determined!that!their!company!did!not!have!the!internal!systems!
to! support! such! a! model.! Finally,! three! percent! of! SMBs! indicated! that! they! had!
considered!an!activity>based!model!but!decided!the!move!would!be!too!risky!(Figure!5).!
For!companies!in!the!last!two!categories,!assuming!they!could!be!persuaded!to!move!to!
a! new! platform,! they! would! likely! see! increased! revenues! and! benefit! from! the! new!
business! processes.! The! challenge! here! is! simply! one! of! education! and! risk>benefit!
analysis.!
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Figure 5: Alternative Billing and Pricing Models, U.S. SMBs - March 2012
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!
Source:!iGR,!2012!
When! viewed! by! company! size,! the! smaller! SMBs! (with! 10>49! employees)! were! more!
likely! to! not! be! considering! alternative! pricing! models.! SMBs! with! between! 50>99!
employees!were!more!likely!to!have!considered!activity>based!pricing!but!found!it!too!
risky! to! implement,! or! to! be! planning! to! implement! such! a! system! within! the! next! 6!
months.!!
Note!that!the!number!of!companies!who!said!the!risk!of!moving!to!activity>based!models!
is! significantly! higher! in! the! mid>tier.! ! The! risk! associated! with! changing! business! and!
revenue!models!is!significant!for!any!business,!regardless!of!size.!For!the!mid>sized!SMB!
respondents!in!this!survey,!however,!the!risk!of!changing!appeared!to!be!far!greater!than!
SMBs!in!the!other!size!categories.!
The! largest! SMBs! surveyed! (with! 100>199! employees)! were! more! likely! to! have!
considered!alternative!billing!systems,!but!reported!a!lack!of!internal!systems!to!support!
the! switch! to! a! new! billing! model,! or! reported! that! while! under! consideration,! a! final!
decision!had!yet!to!be!made!(Figure!6).!
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Figure 6: Alternative Billing and Pricing Models, U.S. SMBs - March 2012
(Indexed)
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Tools Required
To! successfully! reap! the! benefits! of! activity>based! billing,! businesses! often! need!
resources! (both! internal! and! external)! to! support! such! a! system.! iGR! found! that! many!
SMBs!do!not!have!the!resources!to!manage!their!customers.!For!instance,!16!percent!of!
SMBs! surveyed! indicated! using! manual! processes! (e.g.,! basic! spreadsheets,! etc.)! to!
monitor!client!billing!activity!(Figure!7).!
Figure 7: Current Client Billing Methods, U.S. SMBs - March 2012
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Source:!iGR,!2012!
As!seen!above!in!Figure!7,!the!most!used!method!reported!by!the!SMBs!surveyed!was!
software!or!online!tools!purchased!from!a!third!party!housed!in!a!native!data!center!(28!
percent).! Twenty>six! percent! reported! using! internally! developed! software! or! online!
tools.!!
When!viewing!billing!method!by!company!size,!the!smaller!the!SMB!(with!between!10>49!
employees)!the!more!likely!they!were!to!report!using!third!party!software!or!online!tools!
with!the!data!housed!either!internally!or!externally.!Mid>size!SMBs!(with!between!50>99!
employees)! were! more! likely! to! indicate! using! manual! processes! or! internal!
software/tools.!!
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The!largest!SMBs!(100>499!employees)!were!more!likely!to!indicate!none!of!the!provided!
options!as!examples!of!the!processes!they!use!(Figure!8).!This!may!be!because!they!are!
more!likely!to!use!multiple!processes!to!support!a!wide!range!of!revenue!models.!
Figure 8: Current Client Billing Methods, U.S. SMBs - March 2012 (Indexed)
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!
Source:!iGR,!2012;!Results!are!Indexed!
These!results!hint!at!opportunities!for!providers!of!billing!services,!as!not!only!are!most!
companies! purchasing! some! type! of! software! or! online! tool! from! a! third! party! (which!
they!may!or!may!not!house!in!their!own!data!center),!but!a!group!of!SMBs!are!still!using!
manual!processes!which!could!be!updated.!
In!particular,!it!is!likely!that!with!the!right!tools!and!an!accessible!solution,!perhaps!in!a!
cloud>based!environment,!SMBs!could!experience!greater!flexibility!and!reliability!in!how!
they!track!their!accounts.!Such!a!solution!could!also!lower!the!operating!expenses!SMBs!
are! experiencing.! Further,! as! SMBs! evolve! and! grow,! they! will! likely! need! additional!
support!beyond!what!their!current!processes!can!provide!–!and!that!also!represents!a!
business!opportunity!for!a!firm!offering!billing!services!support.!
!
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Buying from Vendors with Activity-based Billing Models
As! companies! also! require! a! multitude! of! services! beyond! billing,! iGR! asked! the! SMBs!
surveyed!to!indicate!the!types!of!entities!that!supply!their!other!business!services!(e.g.,!
HR,!Payroll,!Sales,!Marketing,!etc.),!and!how!the!SMBs!pay!for!those!services!(essentially,!
which!billing!model!they!participate!in!as!a!client!themselves).!As!seen!below!in!Figure!9,!
iGR!inquired!about!a!broad!range!of!business!functions.!
Figure 9: Internal & External Sources for Services, U.S. SMBs - March 2012
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Source:!iGR,!2012!
Figure! 9! above! demonstrates! which! services! SMBs! reportedly! source! internally,!
externally,!or!do!not!use.!The!services!most!indicated!as!internally!developed!include:!HR,!
Accounting,!Sales!Support,!Sales!Services,!Data!Center,!Marketing!Services!and!Tools!and!
Print,! copy.! The! services! most! reported! as! externally! sourced! were:! Payroll,! Legal,! and!
Conference.!!
!
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Additionally,!iGR’s!data!seem!to!indicate!a!49!percent!growth!in!the!use!of!activity>billed!
services!by!SMBs!within!the!last!two!years,!particularly!within!the!following!functions:!













HR!
Payroll!
Accounting!
Legal!
Sales!support!
Sales!services!
Data!center!
Conference/webinar!
Sales!SW!
Marketing!
Marketing!software!
Print!copy!

!
SMBs! are! increasingly! purchasing! more! services! from! vendors! with! activity>based! cost!
models.! Thus,! interest! in! activity>based! pricing! models! appears! to! be! present! within!
SMBs!to!service!their!own!clientele,!and!is!increasingly!used!by!SMBs!themselves!when!
purchasing!services!from!other!sources!to!operate!their!firm.!
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About iGR
iGR!is!a!market!strategy!consultancy!focused!on!the!wireless!and!mobile!communications!
industry.! Founded! by! Iain! Gillott,! one! of! the! wireless! industry's! leading! analysts,! we!
research!and!analyze!the!impact!new!wireless!and!mobile!technologies!will!have!on!the!
industry,!on!vendors'!competitive!positioning,!and!on!our!clients'!strategic!business!plans.!
Our! clients! typically! include! service! providers,! equipment! vendors,! mobile! Internet!
software!providers,!wireless!ASPs,!mobile!commerce!vendors,!and!billing,!provisioning,!
and! back! office! solution! providers.! We! offer! a! range! of! services! to! help! companies!
improve! their! position! in! the! marketplace,! clearly! define! their! future! direction,! and,!
ultimately,!improve!their!bottom!line.!!
A!more!complete!profile!of!the!company!can!be!found!at!www.iGR>Inc.com.!
Methodology


This!report!provided!an!overview!of!activity>based!billing!in!use!at!small>!to!medium>
sized!businesses!in!the!U.S.!iGR!defines!a!small>!to!medium>sized!business!(SMB)!as!a!
company!with!between!10!to!499!employees.!!



The! data! for! this! report! came! from! a! survey! of! 404! U.S.>based! small! businesses! –!
companies! that! fit! the! above! definition! for! SMBs.! Survey! participants! were! also!
required!to!own/use!a!cell!phone.!!



Supporting! data! for! this! report! was! based! on! U.S.! business! segmentation! data!
available! through! the! U.S.! Census! Bureau,! proprietary! iGR! research! and! publicly!
available! information! from! a! variety! of! sources:! wireless! operators’! Internet! sites,!
regulatory!filings,!annual!results,!and!quarterly!results.!In!addition,!information!was!
gathered! from! various! industry! organizations! including! the! CTIA,! the! GSM!
Association,!the!CDMA!Development!Group!and!4G!Americas.!When!available,!data!
from!relevant!government!agencies!around!the!globe!was!used.!



Information!was!also!gathered!from!respectable!news!sources,!business!information!
websites! and! websites! related! solely! to! wireless! coverage.! Data! generated! in! this!
report! was! compared! to! information! published! by! various! wireless! vendors.!
Information!from!infrastructure!providers!was!also!collected!and!used!appropriately.!

Disclaimer

The! opinions! expressed! in! this! white! paper! are! those! of! iGR! and! do! not! reflect! the!
opinions! of! the! companies! or! organizations! referenced! in! this! paper.! All! research! was!
conducted!exclusively!and!independently!by!iGR.!
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